Jenne’s
Cloud Solutions
SIP Trunking
Appia Communications is a leading provider of cloud-based communication and networking services. Its solutions enable
customers to reduce capital spending and operating costs, and enhance productivity and customer care.

Digium SIP Trunking helps customers reduce their telephony costs and deliver a higher standard of service by replacing traditional
phone lines with Digium SIP Trunking.
Jive’s customers include high-growth businesses and public sector institutions needing a scalable platform that is more flexible and
cost-effective than their existing legacy systems. Jive’s cloud architecture offers an integrated, seamless experience that provides
richer context and creates more efficient connections between co-workers and clients. Jive’s cloud delivery model ensures that each
organization always has the latest technology, features, and applications—making Jive the last phone system your customers will
ever need.
Momentum Telecom understands that businesses want to get full value out of every investment and is proud to offer a solution.
Momentum SIP Trunking is a business-class service designed to deliver affordable Voice over IP service with advanced telephony
features to an existing PBX system.
Nextiva provides cloud-based communications and collaboration solutions designed to simplify the way businesses communicate
through Hosted VoIP, SIP Trunking and Netiva AnywhereTM solutions. Founded in 2006 on the principle of Amazing Service®, Nextiva
serves more than 100,000 businesses in the United States.
nexVortex standard SIP Trunking provides unlimited channels, which allows customers to scale trunks on demand at no additional
charge. Multi-site customers can take one service plan and scale it across all their locations with portal access to control features and
functionality in real-time, including remote phone E911, DID inventory, Call Routing, Disaster Recovery and security preferences.
nexVortex Managed SIP Trunking helps businesses confidently migrate to SIP while addressing quality of service, visibility, and definitive
troubleshooting.

Need assistance with our Cloud Solutions please contact
us at cloudsolutions@jenne.com or 800.422.6191
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